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Abstract 

The hyperbolic form of the power-duration relationship is rigorous and highly conserved across 

species, forms of exercise and individual muscles/muscle groups. For modalities such as cycling, 

the relationship resolves to two parameters, the asymptote for power (critical power, CP) and the 

so-called W' (work doable above CP), which together predict the tolerable duration of exercise 

above CP. Crucially, the CP concept integrates sentinel physiological profiles - respiratory, 

metabolic and contractile - within a coherent framework that has great scientific and practical 

utility. Rather than calibrating equivalent exercise intensities relative to metabolically distant 

parameters such as the lactate threshold or V O2 max, setting the exercise intensity relative to CP 

unifies the profile of systemic and intramuscular responses and, if greater than CP, predicts the 

tolerable duration of exercise until W' is expended, V O2 max is attained, and intolerance is 

manifested. CP may be regarded as a 'fatigue threshold' in the sense that it separates exercise 

intensity domains within which the physiological responses to exercise can (<CP) or cannot 

(>CP) be stabilized. The CP concept therefore enables important insights into 1) the principal 

loci of fatigue development (central vs. peripheral) at different intensities of exercise, and 2) 

mechanisms of cardiovascular and metabolic control and their modulation by factors such as O2 

delivery. Practically, the CP concept has great potential application in optimizing athletic 

training programs and performance as well as improving the life quality for individuals enduring 

chronic disease. 

 

Key words: exercise intolerance; pulmonary gas exchange; blood lactate; muscle metabolites; 

vascular control; hypoxia; hyperoxia; heart failure; COPD; disease; aging 
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Introduction 

Human physiologists and sport scientists are naturally interested in the link between the 

development of fatigue (and its mechanistic portents) and exercise performance. Fatigue is an 

on-going dynamic process during high-intensity exercise involving central and peripheral 

mechanisms that temporarily limit the power producing capabilities of the integrated 

neuromuscular system. Fatigue is distinct from task failure, which is defined as the point at 

which fatigue develops to the point at which it, or its symptoms, cause intolerance and therefore 

limits the desired exercise performance. The link between fatigue and performance has 

historically been regarded as elusive; however, in recent years compelling evidence has indicated 

that it is enshrined within the concept of a „critical power‟ (CP). At its essence, this concept 

describes the tolerable duration of severe-intensity exercise. When the time to the limit of 

tolerance is plotted against particular constant speeds or power outputs, the relationship is not 

linear (as one might perhaps naively expect), but is rather curvilinear, with the ability to sustain 

exercise falling away more sharply at higher compared to lower exercise powers (Fig. 1). 

Mathematically, this relationship is described as being hyperbolic. When exercise tolerance is 

considered, the power-asymptote is known as CP (or critical speed [CS] when intensity is 

measured in units of speed rather than power) and the curvature constant is known as W  (i.e., W 

prime) and is measured in units of work done, that is, J (or D′ when measured in units of 

distance, that is, m). This hyperbolic power-duration relationship can be transformed into a linear 

relationship if work done is plotted against time, such that the slope of the line equals CP and the 

intercept equals W′.  
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A Threshold in Biological Function. Credit for recognition of the inherent hyperbolicity 

between exercise intensity and its sustainability should be given to the British physiologist, A. V. 

Hill. In 1925 published in Nature, Hill plotted the relationship between average speed and 

sustainable time using world record performance times over a variety of distances in men‟s and 

women‟s running and swimming, and showed that in each case the relationship was hyperbolic 

(42). This relationship remains evident when today‟s world record performances are plotted in 

the same way. This is of interest because it indicates that the human power-duration relationship 

is hyperbolic in its nature, not only when the performance of a single individual is appraised, but 

also when the best human performances are established by different individuals. It is also known 

that this hyperbolic power-duration relationship holds not just for individuals performing a wide 

range of whole-body activities (cycling, running, rowing, swimming) but also when the exercise 

is confined to a single muscle or joint (16,61,48 rev. 47,48). Moreover, the power-duration 

relationship is an integral property of muscular performance in an array of other species 

including the lungless salamander, ghost crab, mouse, and thoroughbred racehorse (rev. 47). The 

consistency of these observations indicates that the power-duration relationship, and the 

bioenergetic features underpinning it, is an integral feature of integrative biological exercise 

performance. 

 

The Characteristics of the Power-Duration Relationship. It should be emphasised that the 

power-duration relationship describes exercise tolerance but does not, in itself, explain it. 

Nevertheless, the physiological responses to exercise performed below and above CP asymptote 

may provide important insights into the fatigue process. CP was originally defined as the 

external power output that could be sustained „indefinitely‟ or for „a very long time without 
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fatigue‟ (69). This definition should be considered theoretical, however, since it is clear that no 

exercise can ever be undertaken indefinitely. Rather, it is now understood that CP separates 

power outputs for which exercise tolerance is predictably limited (exercise >CP which may be 

sustained for a maximum of perhaps 30 minutes) from those that can be sustained for longer 

periods (<CP). The actual time to intolerance (Tlim) for exercise performed above CP is defined, 

and therefore closely predicted, by the equation:  

 

Tlim = W′ / (P-CP)                                                                               [Eqn. 1] 

 

This equation highlights that the time to intolerance >CP is a function of 1) the proximity 

of the power output (P) being sustained to CP and 2) the size of W′. When P is considerably 

above CP, the constant amount of work represented by the W′ parameter will be utilized rapidly 

and Tlim will be short. Should P be closer to CP, then W′ would be „used‟ more slowly and Tlim 

would be longer. A crucial consideration here is that W′ is assumed to be constant for all P above 

CP. This „two parameter‟ power-time or power-duration model therefore implies that absolute 

exercise performance depends on simply the value of CP (in W) and the value of W′ (in J). Both 

CP and W′ parameters can vary considerably among individuals as a function of health/disease, 

age, fitness and training (102). 

 

Critical Power Represents a Metabolic Rate. In contrast to historical definitions, CP is 

now considered to represent the greatest metabolic rate that results in „wholly-oxidative‟ energy 

provision, where wholly-oxidative considers the active organism in toto and means that energy 

supply through substrate-level phosphorylation reaches a steady-state, and that there is no 
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progressive accumulation of blood lactate or breakdown of intramuscular phosphocreatine (PCr) 

i.e., the rate of lactate production in active muscle is matched by its rate of clearance in muscle 

and other tissues. It is important to note here, however, that there will always be some error in 

the estimation of CP, and CP varies slightly from day to day in the same subject (91). Although it 

is possible to estimate CP to the nearest Watt (e.g. 200 W), given a typical error of ~5%, the 

„actual‟ CP might lie between approximately 190 W and 210 W in a given individual. Therefore, 

asking a subject to exercise exactly at his or her estimated CP runs the risk that s/he will be 

above their individual CP with associated implications for physiological responses and exercise 

tolerance. As CP is primarily a rate of oxidative metabolism (rather than the mechanical power 

output, by which it is typically measured) it might be more properly termed „critical V O2‟. 

During cycling, the external power output corresponding to this critical V O2 can be altered as a 

consequence of the chosen pedal rate for example (6). Similarly, the actual CS equivalent to 

critical V O2 during other forms of exercise will depend on movement economy. However, it is 

because the critical V O2 is expressed „functionally‟ in units of power or speed that it is so 

powerful in the prediction of exercise tolerance or exercise performance (47). 

 

The CP threshold lies approximately equidistant between the so-called lactate threshold 

(LT) or gas exchange threshold (GET) and the maximum power output attained during 

incremental exercise. However, both, LT/GET and CP can vary widely amongst individuals 

depending on the state of health or training. Specifically, LT/GET and CP occur at 50-65% and 

70-80%V O2max respectively in healthy young subjects. In contrast, in well-trained individuals 

(where the maximal rates of oxidative metabolism are increased by endurance training) or in 

some patients with chronic disease (where maximal rates of O2 transport and utilization are 
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selectively reduced), LT/GET and CP can reach approximately 70-80% and 80-90% V O2max 

respectively (96). Crucially, physiological behavior differs markedly according to whether 

constant-power exercise is performed below or above these thresholds. Poole et al. (76) 

measured the physiological responses of human volunteers exercising on a cycle ergometer at 

constant power outputs set at or just above (+5% of ramp test peak power) the pre-determined 

CP. During exercise at CP, the subjects attained a steady-state in pulmonary gas exchange, 

ventilation and blood lactate concentration and all were able to complete the target of 24 minutes 

of exercise without difficulty. In contrast, during exercise above CP, “steady-state” behavior was 

not observed, with V O2 progressing to V O2max and blood lactate increasing inexorably until 

exercise was terminated prior to the 24 minute target. This study clearly indicates that CP is a 

„threshold‟ that separates exercise intensity domains within which V O2 and blood lactate do not 

continue to rise (termed “heavy” for the domain which is above LT/GET but below CP) and that 

which they do (termed “severe”). Moreover, this study indicates that there is a range of power 

outputs, that are ostensibly „sub-maximal‟, but for which the V O2max will be reached if exercise 

is continued to intolerance. For both heavy and severe-intensity exercise the presence of the V O2 

slow component erodes description of exercise intensity/work rate as a %V O2max since, at a 

given work rate, V O2 increases as a function of time. 

 

Using knee extension exercise during 
31

P-magnetic resonance spectroscopy, Jones et al. 

(48) confirmed that this threshold concept of CP also applied to intramuscular metabolism. 

During exercise 10% below CP, muscle PCr and inorganic phosphate (Pi) concentrations and pH 

each reached constant values within 1-2 minutes of the start of exercise and were maintained 

constant for 20 minutes whereas, during exercise 10% above CP, these variables changed 
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progressively with time until the limit of tolerance was reached (in approximately 12 minutes). 

The progressive slow component increase in V O2 (76) and decline in PCr concentration (48) 

observed during constant power exercise above CP, indicates a continuous loss of skeletal 

muscle efficiency with important implications for the fatigue process (17,38).  

 

Vanhatalo et al. (100) studied the intramuscular responses to exercise at different power 

outputs (and correspondingly different times-to-intolerance, in the range of 2-15 minutes) above 

CP. Intriguingly, the values of PCr, Pi and pH achieved at intolerance were the same in normoxia 

and hyperoxia. It is tempting to interpret this to indicate that exercise intolerance above CP is 

related to the attainment of a particular muscle metabolic milieu comprising “critically low” 

and/or “critically high” values of representative muscle substrates and metabolites which act 

either directly to impair contractile function or indirectly to limit muscle activation. It is equally 

tempting to speculate that the mechanisms causing intolerance may be different for exercise 

performed above CP, wherein the W′ is drawn upon continuously and cardio-respiratory and 

muscle metabolic responses to exercise cannot be stabilized, compared to exercise performed 

below CP (see below). It is important to appreciate, however, that CP does not separate power 

outputs that are non-sustainable from those that are sustainable. Rather, exercise tolerance above 

a known CP is predictable (from Eqn. 1) from knowledge of the power output and W′. 

 

W’ Represents a Work Constant Providing Insight into Exercise Limitation. Whereas the 

CP parameter is well defined as the greatest oxidative metabolic rate that can be sustained 

without a continuous reduction in W′, the physiological determinants of W′ are more difficult to 

resolve. Originally, W′ was conceived as a finite, chiefly anaerobic, energy store comprising 
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high-energy phosphates and energy derived from anaerobic glycolysis, together with a small 

amount of aerobic energy linked to O2 stores (61,62). While mathematically accurate, the 

physiological interpretation of this model is more complex than previously thought. The tight 

qualitative relationship between the development of the V O2 slow component and dynamic 

changes in W′ during severe-intensity exercise (103), along with a positive correlation between 

the size of the V O2 slow component and the size of W′ (64,103), suggest an intrinsic link 

between the loss of skeletal muscle efficiency and the development of fatigue. CP and W′ can 

change in opposite directions in response to an intervention. For example, endurance exercise 

training (36,99) and breathing a hyperoxic gas (100) both tend to increase CP to a greater extent 

than V O2max, thereby reducing the range of metabolic rates spanning the severe-intensity 

exercise domain; in such situations, there is a commensurate reduction in W′. From this, it is 

apparent that CP and W′ should not be considered as separate „aerobic‟ and „anaerobic‟ entities 

but rather as components of an integrated bioenergetic system. 

 

Thus the power-duration relationship provides a cohesive framework within which to 

investigate the mechanistic bases of exercise-related fatigue and intolerance. Moreover, it can 

help assess what feats are within the realms of human capabilities including human-powered flight 

(12,47), the sub-2 hour marathon (89) and the rehabilitation of patient populations. The purpose of 

this article is to synthesize our current understanding of the „CP concept‟ from neuromuscular, 

metabolic and cardiovascular perspectives, and to consider the bioenergetic and performance-

related consequences of traversing CP in healthy individuals and in patients suffering from 

chronic diseases such as heart failure (CHF) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).  
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Critical Torque and Fatigue Mechanisms During Isometric Contractions 

One feature of the CP concept is its apparent universality. It appears to apply across all 

animal species so far studied, as well as for the full range of exercise modes in humans (47). That 

it applies to isometric contractions of single agonist muscle groups (in which critical force or 

critical torque [CT] are the appropriate terms) is important for two reasons: first, it implies that 

the factors that determine the parameters of the relationship are not peculiar to “whole-body” 

dynamic exercise; second, isometric contractions are ideally suited to the study of the 

mechanisms of neuromuscular fatigue in vivo. Historically, the hyperbolic force/torque-duration 

relationship has appeared frequently in the fatigue literature since the original observations of 

Rohmert (81). It was Monod and Scherrer (61) who coined the term “critical power” to define 

what was, in fact, the asymptote of the muscle force-duration relationship of the upper and lower 

limb muscles. Other investigators have noted asymptotic force-duration relationships in 

sustained contractions of the elbow flexors (39,61) and repeated contractions of the diaphragm 

(9,29). Enoka and Stuart (29) noted that the hyperbolic “force-fatigability relationship” most 

likely reflected the interaction of various fatigue mechanisms and, crucially, that such a 

relationship implies that the fatigue mechanisms must somehow scale with the required force. 

Surprisingly, however, it is only relatively recently that the fatigue mechanisms underpinning the 

torque-duration relationship have been investigated. 

 

That pedal frequency influences the critical power during cycle ergometry is well 

documented (6). In isometric contractions, the equivalent is the contraction duty cycle. This was 

recognized by Monod and Scherrer (61), who predicted that sustained contractions would result 

in a CT of ~15% of the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) torque, whereas contractions with 
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a 50% duty cycle would yield a CT of 40% MVC. Recent studies have confirmed this prediction, 

with CT occurring at ~30% MVC for contractions with a 60% duty cycle (16,18). The 

dependence of CT on the duty cycle is of general importance for investigations of fatigue, where 

studies frequently rely on a single relative torque demand (typically ranging from 20-50% MVC) 

in all subjects. This is because the physiological profile produced by these contractions depends 

on the proximity of the subject to their own CT, not their %MVC. This effect is clear to see from 

the work of Saugen et al. (84), in which contractions at 40% MVC were performed with a 60% 

duty cycle. Most of the subjects in this study were exercising above CT, and demonstrated 

characteristically non-steady state metabolic responses to these contractions (48). However, it is 

apparent from Fig. 2 in Saugen et al. (84) that at least two participants did not exceed CT, and 

exercised for considerably longer and with substantially less metabolic stress than others in those 

experiments. These results suggest that the estimation of CT (e.g.,16,28) and the selection of 

torque demands relative to it might be a useful addition to preliminary exercise testing in 

neuromuscular fatigue studies. 

 

Fatigue mechanisms are usually classified as being of three forms: 1) peripheral fatigue, 

encompassing mechanisms of torque loss attributable to events distal to the neuromuscular 

junction (i.e., within the muscle fibers); 2) central fatigue, in which torque losses are attributable 

to events proximal to the neuromuscular junction (i.e., residing within the nervous system) and 

3) “global fatigue”, or neuromuscular fatigue per se, which is represented by a fall in the MVC 

as a result of the combined effects of peripheral and central fatigue (18,69). It is generally 

accepted that fatigue mechanisms depend on contractile intensity (69). “Low-intensity” 

contractions (sustained contractions at or below 15% MVC) are associated with prominent 
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central fatigue and limited peripheral fatigue (90), whereas “high-intensity” contractions 

(sustained at or above 20% MVC or intermittent contractions above 50% MVC; 10,84) are 

associated with predominately peripheral mechanisms of fatigue. However, the dividing line 

between “low” and “high” intensity contractions is seldom clearly defined in the fatigue 

literature. It is possible that fatigue processes scale proportionately with torque demands and that 

the transition from central to peripheral mechanisms is gradual. Alternatively, it could be that 

there is a more sudden change in neuromuscular system behavior at some identifiable threshold. 

CT is clearly a strong candidate for such a fatigue threshold. To address these issues, Burnley et 

al. (18) performed a comprehensive investigation of the neuromuscular fatigue mechanisms 

operant below and above CT. Five prediction trials were performed (at ~35-60% MVC) to task 

failure in order determine CT and W parameters, employing an intermittent contraction regime 

similar to that of Bigland-Ritchie et al. (10). Using a 60% duty cycle (3 s contraction, 2 s rest), 

subjects were required to achieve a desired torque target during each contraction, and at the end 

of each minute an MVC was performed with percutaneous electrical stimulation in order to 

determine the extent of global, central and peripheral fatigue. Subsequently, subjects performed 

trials at 80% and 90% of CT for 60 min or until task failure, whichever occurred sooner. 

 

The results of these experiments demonstrated that both central and peripheral fatigue did 

occur below CT, and modest compensatory neuromuscular adjustments, reflected in an increase 

in rectified EMG amplitude, were made in response (18). As a result, all but one test below CT 

continued for the full 60 min trial duration, the majority of subjects doing so with relative ease. 

Contractions performed above CT were quite different, with both “global” neuromuscular fatigue 

and peripheral fatigue developing 4-5 times faster at the lowest torque target above CT (~111% 
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CT) than at 90% of CT (19; Fig 2). Moreover, the rate at which peripheral fatigue developed 

increased proportionately above CT, and back-extrapolation of that relationship predicted that no 

peripheral fatigue should have been evident below ~33% MVC (that is, within the confidence 

limits of the estimated CT). That peripheral fatigue did develop below CP, albeit at a much 

slower rate, and that its development was not predictable from measurements above CT, strongly 

suggests that the mechanisms of peripheral fatigue were distinctly different below compared to 

above CT. In short, CT represents a critical neuromuscular fatigue threshold. 

 

A major component of peripheral fatigue during high-intensity contractions is thought to 

be of metabolic origin (rev. 1,69, see “No muscle is an island” paper in this series). This is 

consistent with the non-steady state profiles of PCr, Pi, blood and muscle lactate concentrations 

(48,100), as well as pulmonary and muscle V O2 that occur exclusively above CP (74,76). At task 

failure, the same degree of peripheral fatigue is reached irrespective of exercise duration 

performed above CT (16,18), and this is also the case for concentrations of PCr and Pi as well as 

pH at task failure during dynamic contractions above CP (100). Each of these findings suggests 

that, all else being equal, a similar metabolic disturbance and degree of peripheral fatigue is 

evident at task failure above CT/CP (100), perhaps reflecting the constant amount of impulse or 

work that the muscle can accumulate above CT/CP (expressed as the W parameter). In addition, 

Burnley et al. (18) demonstrated that central fatigue developed above CT, but interestingly this 

seemed to develop most during the longer bouts of exercise, suggesting that time-on-task, rather 

than contractile intensity per se, may be responsible. This indicates that a dominant mechanism 

of central fatigue development in severe-intensity exercise could be reduced motor neuron 

excitability as contractions progress (45,55), although this has yet to be tested experimentally. 
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Below CT, the progressive development of peripheral fatigue (Fig. 2), albeit slow, occurs 

in the face of measurably invariant metabolic and cardiorespiratory function (48,76). Thus, 

metabolic factors are unlikely to be responsible for such a decline (5). It is also unlikely that a 

loss of membrane potential consequent to interstitial K
+
 accumulation is responsible, since 

interstitial K
+
 seldom exceeds 7-8 mM during steady-state contractions (50). A more likely cause 

of peripheral fatigue below CT is glycogen depletion. In particular, the pivotal role that localized 

stores of muscle glycogen play in sarcoplasmic reticulum function, and thus excitation-

contraction coupling, has recently been highlighted (67, see “No muscle is an island” paper in 

this series). 

 

Conclusions. CT/CP/CS constitutes a critical neuromuscular fatigue threshold separating 

exercise intensity domains associated with distinct fatigue mechanisms. Yet the physiological 

factor (or factors) that “trips” the neuromuscular system into a novel phase of behavior is not 

known. Nor is it known whether the distinction between heavy and severe intensity domains is 

crisp, or whether there is a “bandwidth” of torque or power output within which the resulting 

fatigue responses are entirely unpredictable, representing nonlinear chaos (for review see ref. 68 

and references therein). It may also be that physiological imprecision and statistical uncertainty 

conspire to create this grey region. The application of nonlinear dynamics measurements to 

neuromuscular fatigue is in its infancy (e.g., 68), but only with the application of a range of 

physiological approaches is the physiological basis of the CT boundary likely to be resolved. 
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The Role of Oxygen in Shaping the Power-Duration Curve 

According to the traditional interpretation of the power-duration parameters (Fig. 1), CP 

represents the greatest rate of „wholly oxidative‟ energy provision (in close proximity to the 

maximal lactate steady-state), and the W′ is a finite work capacity above CP chiefly derived from 

anaerobic metabolism (61). This definition of the W′ as a fixed anaerobic energy store has been 

challenged by the findings that the W′ is associated with the kinetic features of the V O2 response 

(e.g. 3,11,64,102). Burnley & Jones (17) proposed that W′ is a function of the V O2 slow 

component, V O2max and the depletion of limited intramuscular substrates (that is, muscle PCr 

and glycogen) and the associated accumulation of fatigue-related metabolites, such as H
+
, 

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and Pi; each of which is associated with impaired muscle 

contractile function. TheV O2 slow component reflects a loss of efficiency of muscular work, 

stemming predominantly from active muscle (74). The power-duration relationship may, 

therefore, reflect theV O2 kinetics and the underlying respiratory control mechanism(s), which are 

ultimately constrained during severe-intensity exercise by the attainment of V O2max. Here we 

summarize the current evidence in support of this interpretation. 

 

Cellular bioenergetics entail an intricate signalling network that governs the flux of 

electrons from energy substrate to O2. In healthy, non-sedentary individuals exercising under 

normal ambient conditions, the maximal mitochondrial oxidative rate is greater than what can be 

achieved in vivo during whole body exercise due to an O2 delivery limitation (72,73,80). V

O2max is reached when the mitochondrial flux can increase no further despite continued 

elevation of metabolic stimulation (through accumulation of ADP and Cr) (44). O2 delivery is 
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therefore one presiding mechanism that can limit cellular respiration during severe intensity 

exercise. 

 

A 3-min all-out cycling test against fixed resistance represents an ideal experimental 

model that results in attainment of V O2max, yields a large V O2 slow component amplitude and 

complete utilization of W′ (98,103). During a 3-min all-out exercise test the finite work capacity 

indicated by W′ is gradually utilized, such that after ~2.5 min the W′ is reduced to zero and the 

power output plateaus at CP (98,99). A maximal all-out sprint sends a maximal metabolic signal 

to mitochondria to increase respiration such that as the power output approaches CP the V O2 

approaches, and then plateaus at V O2max. Therefore, the high O2 cost (V O2max) of generating 

an end-test power output of only ~50%Δ (where %Δ is the percentage difference between the 

power output at V O2max and LT/ GET) defines a significant loss of efficiency during a 3-min 

all-out test. A positive correlation between W′ and the amplitude of theV O2 slow components 

during both all-out (103) and constant work rate exercise (64) points towards a mechanistic link 

between W′, development of fatigue and the loss of muscular efficiency (17). 

 

A useful intervention to explore the mechanistic bases of the power-duration parameters 

is manipulation of the inspired O2. A hyperoxic inspirate elevates the O2 pressure gradient 

between the microvasculature and the mitochondria and reduces the slow components of 

pulmonaryV O2 (106) and muscle PCr (40). Using single leg knee extension exercise, Vanhatalo 

et al. (100) showed that inspiration of 70% O2 compared to air significantly increased CP while 

decreasing W′. As a result, the power-duration curve predicted that exercise tolerance was 

improved at work rates less than ~150% of CP (Fig. 3). These data support the traditional notion 
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that CP is a parameter of aerobic fitness but challenge the traditional definition of W′ as an 

anaerobic work capacity. The rate with which muscle PCr and pH fell during the prediction trials 

was attenuated in hyperoxia, indicating a slower progression of metabolic perturbation, allowing 

longer exercise duration before the same end-exercise PCr and pH were reached (100). These 

results indicate that within the severe exercise intensity domain consistently low levels of 

intramuscular PCr and pH are reached at intolerance irrespective of the work rate or inspired O2, 

as hypothesized by Poole et al (76). Intolerance in severe exercise might occur when a particular 

intramuscular environment is achieved (of which the PCr and pH are two indices among others) 

and the hyperoxia intervention suggests that the extent of the disturbance to homeostasis during 

exercise is sensitive to the conditions of muscle O2 delivery (100).  

 

Hypoxia has detrimental effects on muscle metabolism and exercise tolerance (2,26). 

During high-intensity exercise there is an accelerated depletion of PCr and glycogen, and a more 

rapid accumulation of fatigue-related metabolites (e.g., 40,44). Hypoxia also causes a reduction 

in the maximal oxidative metabolic rate, and this is reflected in a slowing of muscle PCr 

recovery kinetics following exercise. In addition, inspiration of hypoxic gas mixtures decreases 

peripheral O2 diffusion, which may contribute to the slowing ofV O2 kinetics at the onset of 

exercise (93). CP is reduced by acute inspiration of hypoxic gas (13-15% O2), which is 

associated with an arterial O2 saturation of ~76-82% at the end of exhaustive exercise (26,85). In 

these studies W′ was not significantly affected by acute hypoxia, but both noted great inter-

individual variability in responses, which ranged from large decreases (~44-36%) to considerable 

increases in W′ (~38-66%), and an inverse relationship between changes in W′ and changes in 

CP (26,85). Simpson et al. (85) also reported that the change in W′ was positively correlated with 
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the change in the „distance‟ between V O2max and CP between normoxia and hypoxia. That is, 

those subjects in whom W‟ increased most in hypoxia, also showed the greatest increase in the 

range of the severe domain (i.e., CP-V O2 max). These data illustrate that W′, or the ability to 

access W‟, may be inherently linked to indices of aerobic fitness (i.e., CP and V O2 max); though 

see ref. 96 for contrary data. 

 

Complete blood flow occlusion imposes the most extreme O2 delivery limitation for 

skeletal muscle and challenges the applicable range of the power-duration relationship. Using 

brachial occlusion in a hand-grip exercise model, Broxterman et al. (12) reduced CP to less than 

zero, while W′ significantly increased. Putative explanations for this elevated W′ include: a) 

some of the oxidative ATP turnover normally quantified within CP appeared as W′, b) the 

muscle somehow accessed more substrate level phosphorylation, c) the efficiency of muscle 

contraction and/or ATP resynthesis increased. From a theoretical perspective the negative CP 

indicates that under cuff occlusion there is no metabolic rate that is sustainable, including the 

resting metabolic rate, which makes intuitive sense. It is noteworthy that the hyperbolic nature of 

the power-duration relationship was conserved under blood flow occlusion. However, the precise 

physiological underpinnings of the shifts in the asymptote and curvature of the power-duration 

relationship under occlusive conditions warrant further investigation. 

 

Conclusions. CP and W′ are sensitive to manipulation of O2 delivery: Specifically, 

hyperoxia increases CP, whereas hypoxia and blood flow occlusion reduce CP. In contrast, W′ is 

reduced in hyperoxia, reflecting that, at very high work rates in the severe domain where the 

relative contribution by W′ is high, exercise tolerance is decreased. Thus, for these particular 
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work rates, the reduced W‟ has a greater impact than the increased CP. In marked contrast, W′ is 

increased by cuff occlusion, while the responses in hypoxia are highly variable among 

individuals: this variability might be linked to the relative changes in CP andV O2max brought 

about by the intervention. These findings imply that the physiological underpinnings of the 

power-duration relationship for severe-intensity exercise are linked to respiratory control in 

skeletal muscle. CP sets the boundary above which the slow component drives V O2 to its 

maximum, and the loss of efficiency is associated with a predictable rate of muscle fatigue 

development, which in turn is reflected in the consistently hyperbolic relationship between 

power output and the tolerable duration of exercise. 

 

Vascular Control Above Critical Power/Critical Speed 

As evident from the above, exercise (in)tolerance is inextricably entwined with the O2 

transport pathway and the capacity to regulate microvascular O2 partial pressures (PmvO2) and 

hence V O2 and metabolic control. Thus, severe-intensity exercise tolerance (i.e., > CP/CS/CT) is 

compromised by reductions in arterial O2 content and substantially improved by hyperoxia (2). 

These effects are believed to be driven, in large part, by lowering or raising the muscle O2 

delivery-to-O2 utilization (Q
．

O2/V O2) ratio and thus PmvO2 which, according to Fick‟s law will 

act to impair or enhance blood-myocyte O2 flux and thus lower or raise intramyocyte PO2. Even 

numerically small changes of intramyocyte PO2 exert a profound impact upon the regulation of 

mitochondrial function (79) and these, in turn, will impact V O2 kinetics, substrate utilization 

profiles, high-energy phosphates and ultimately exercise tolerance. 
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Above CP/CS, where metabolic and gas exchange stability cannot be achieved, key 

vascular and Q
．

O2-related changes may provide novel insights into the causes of fatigue and 

ultimately intolerance. In this domain substantial spatial and temporal heterogeneity exists with 

respect to muscle Q
．

O2 and V O2 (41,52). Control of the exercise hyperemic response is complex 

with a plethora of vasoactive mediators (e.g., nitric oxide (NO), adenosine, ATP, metabolites, 

EDHF) that operate to control vascular conductance within the limits set by overarching 

anatomical, sympathetic (vasoconstriction) and mechanical (vascular compression, muscle 

pump) factors (rev. 49,53). When the muscle‟s black box is opened, a process more feasible in 

rats than humans at present, it becomes evident that even the steady-state exercising Q
．

 reflects 

the coalescence of myriad vascular tone fluctuations within thousands of skeletal muscle 

resistance arterioles and, to a certain extent, venules. That such altered blood flow distribution 

patterns are present in muscles without a detectable change in overall Q
．

 has rendered Q
．

O2/V O2 

heterogeneities invisible to investigators using bulk Q
．

 measurements (82). However, these 

heterogeneities may exceed an order of magnitude and relate to muscle(s) fiber type and 

oxidative capacity as well as duration, type and intensity of contractions (75). Recently, it has 

become evident that NO plays a commanding role in regulating muscle(s) Q
．

 (and Q
．

O2) and that 

above CS neuronal NO synthase (nNOS), and exogenously supplied nitrate (NO3
-
 ) and nitrite 

(NO2
-
 ) become more important sources of NO (24,25,31).  

 

Fiber Type and Metabolic Heterogeneity: Broad Similarities Between Humans and Rats. 

Like animal muscles those of humans may be extensively differentiated. For instance, the human 

soleus is 88% slow twitch (Type I, balance fast twitch, Type II) fibers whereas the rectus femoris 

is only 35% Type I (46). Gifted endurance athletes may have 70% Type I fibers in their 
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quadriceps femoris whereas power athletes are as low as 40% Type I and (e.g., 94) and 

extremely inactive individuals as low as 30% (71,105). Within human muscles there are more 

Type I fibers deeper within the human quadriceps (46) which means that, at higher exercise 

intensities (i.e., above CP/CS) more superficial muscle fibers are recruited. Using animal data to 

frame the hypothesis that these regional differences in human muscle fiber composition and 

vascular control would impact regional Q
．

O2 (PET, rev. 41) and the Q
．

O2 /V O2 ratio (muscle 

deoxygenation assessed by TRS-NIRS, ref. 51), far higher muscle(s) Q
．

 and a slower rate of 

deoxygenation were found in the deeper versus more superficial quadriceps (41,51). 

Derangement of this stratification in diseases such as chronic heart failure (CHF) and diabetes 

may reduce CP/CS and exercise tolerance in pathology (71,72). 

 

Preferential Recruitment of Q
．

O2 in Fast Twitch Muscles Above Critical Speed. Copp and 

colleagues (24) considered that any elevated muscle Q
．

 in the severe intensity domain likely 

favored lower oxidative Type II fibers as these would be preferentially recruited. Indeed, for 

exercise just above CS, total hindlimb Q
．

 increased to a far higher level than predicted based 

upon exercise below CS (Fig. 4, Panel B, ref. 24). More telling was that >CS muscles comprised 

of ≥69% Type IIb/d/x fibers received disproportionate Q
．

 increases (Fig. 4, Panel C). For instance 

the white semimembranosus and white vastus increased >100% versus <30% for the soleus and 

red vastus (both highly oxidative, Type I/IIa). This supports a preferential recruitment of these 

low oxidative muscles >CS raising the question as to whether there is a specific O2-related aspect 

of these fiber types, with respect to their physiological regulation, that may account for the “extra” 

O2 of the V O2 slow component and link to fatigue. It is worth noting here that experiments in 

canine (107) and human (103) muscle(s) have shown that additional muscle fiber recruitment is 
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not obligatory for the V O2 slow component, as once considered. However, those conditions 

where fiber recruitment is maximized from the onset, namely electrically-stimulated dog 

gastrocnemius-plantaris (107) and 3-min all-out cycling, are very different from most exercise 

paradigms that involve progressive fiber recruitment (72,103). 

 

Differential Control of Q
．

O2 Versus V O2 in Fast Twitch Fibers. Across the whole body and 

exercising limbs there is a close-to-linear increase in Q
．

O2 with V O2 such that: 

 

Q
．

 = S x V O2 + I          [Eqn. 2]  

 

where S denotes the slope and I the intercept of the relationship (determined as 5.3 L/L/min and 

2.8 L/min respectively, for conventional cycling exercise, rev. 72,73). This relationship 

constrains O2 extraction (a-vO2 difference) to increase as a hyperbolic function of V O2: 

 

a-vO2 difference = 22 x V O2/(1 + V O2)  [Eqn. 3] 

 

Mathematically, the size of I in equation 2 will determine a-vO2 difference at rest/low V O2s and 

therefore how much it can increase subsequently as a function of V O2. Thus, despite the fact that 

muscles of very different fiber types and metabolic capacities increase Q
．

 at the rate of 5-6 

L/L/min, fast versus slow twitch muscles typically have a lower Q
．

O2 /V O2 ratio, extract more of 

the available O2 from the blood, and thus have a lower PmvO2 (8).  
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This between-fiber type difference in Q
．

 (and Q
．

O2 control) is dependent upon greater 

Type I muscle arteriolar endothelial sensitivity to vasodilators and reduced response to 

vasoconstrictors as well as less sympathetic vasoconstriction than their Type II counterparts (rev. 

7,53). Given the profound impact of alterations in arterial O2 content on muscle(s) performance 

mentioned above one consequence of a lowered PmvO2 in Type II muscles is that blood-myocyte 

O2 flux will be impaired and intramyocyte PO2, at any given flux rate, will be lowered. Crucially, 

metabolic regulation, specifically the ΔADPfree and ∆NADH concentrations required to stimulate 

a given mitochondrial ATP production rate, will be increased at lowered intramyocyte PO2‟s 

even in the absence of reduced V O2. These latter effects help explain the impact of inspired 

hypoxia on exercise tolerance even when cardiac output compensates so that muscle Q
．

O2 (and V

O2) is unchanged. 

 

An unappreciated consequence of the lower PmvO2 in Type II muscles is that the NOS 

system (see “The Involvement of Neuronal Nitric Oxide Synthase…” section below), whilst still 

effective in these muscles, will be operating below its full potential. However, low PmvO2s (and 

low pH) facilitate the reduction of endogenous or exogenously-supplied nitrite (NO2
-
) to NO. 

This phenomenon helps explain the preferential efficacy of nitrate supplementation for 

increasing Q
．

O2 to Type II muscles (31) raising PmvO2 (33) and also speeding V O2 kinetics and 

improving exercise tolerance at >CP/CS work rates (4).  

 

 Involvement of Neuronal Nitric Oxide Synthase (nNOS) as an NO Source Above Critical 

Speed. NO promotes the robust exercise Q
．

 response in humans and animals and is synthesized 

enzymatically in healthy individuals via nNOS (type I) or endothelial NOS (eNOS; type III) 
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(49,53). eNOS-derived NO production is secondary to vascular endothelial shear stress during 

exercise whereas nNOS is located in the intramyocyte space of rat Type II muscle fibers (and 

also Type I muscle fibers in humans, 34). nNOS is important for the sympatholysis mechanism 

that opposes α-2 mediated sympathetic vasoconstriction in contracting muscle(s) (83) and 

possibly via direct action on vascular smooth muscle via cyclic guanosine monophosphate. 

Complete NOS blockade by L-NAME (N
G
-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester, 30 mg/kg) versus 

selective (S-methyl-L-thiocitrulline, SMTC) nNOS inhibition during treadmill running in rats has 

revealed a major role for the NOS system as a whole during exercise (25). Specifically, eNOS 

preferentially increases Q
．

 in Type I and II highly oxidative muscles at running speeds below CS. 

In contrast, for running speeds 15% above CS nNOS augments vascular conductance and Q
．

 in 

muscles composed primarily of highly glycolytic Type IIb/d/x fibers (ref. 25, Fig. 4, Panel D). 

Diseases such as CHF may increase both the proportion of Type II muscle fibers and also 

reliance on those fibers during exercise (71). It is especially pertinent, therefore, that nNOS 

function is impaired in CHF patients (rev. 23) compromising exercise capacity where the activity 

recruits Type II muscles. This is especially true for the respiratory muscles (intercostals and 

diaphragm) where nNOS makes a substantial contribution to Q
．

 during severe intensity exercise 

(25).  

 

Mechanistic Bases for CP Sensitivity to Contraction Duration: Improved Microvascular 

O2 Transport. During rhythmic contractions muscle Q
．

 is markedly pulsatile (rev. 13) as 

increased muscle pressure acts to occlude arterial inflow whilst providing the motive force to 

expel blood from the muscle and increase venous outflow. Combined with a rapid arteriolar 

vasodilation this mechanical pumping action initiates increased Q
．

 and subsequent flow-mediated 
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dilation (rev. 53). The frequency of contraction and the duty cycle itself determine not only the 

absolute Q
．

 but also the Q
．

/force relation. For instance, Hogan and colleagues (43) showed that 

increasing contraction frequency from 0.25 to 0.5 Hz doubled the contractile phase venous Q
．

 

such that the Q
．

/force ratio increased ~60% in the dog gastrocnemius. 

 

As CP/CS in a given individual is strongly dependent upon Q
．

O2 (100, rev. 13,47; see 

section “The Role of Oxygen in Shaping the Power-Duration Curve” above) alterations in 

duty cycle have the capacity to change CP/CS. When Broxterman and colleagues (13) compared 

20 and 50% duty cycles in a >CP iso-work rate handgrip protocol the shorter duty cycle elevated 

Q
．

 and also the deoxy Hb+Mb concentration at intolerance such that V O2 was ~50% higher. CP 

itself increased ~30% in the absence of altered W,‟ extending the tolerable duration of a fixed 

supra-CP work rate by ~150%. Given the astoundingly low CP in diseases such as CHF that 

cripple the O2 transport system these findings offer hope that therapeutic exercise interventions 

selecting judicious duty cycle paradigms may improve physiological function and quality of life 

by raising CP/CS. 

 

Novel models of capillary function explain how higher Q
．

s that presumably shorten 

capillary red blood cell transit time may actually increase muscle O2 diffusing capacity (DO2) 

and fractional O2 extraction. Specifically, elevating red blood cell velocity extends the capillary 

length over which O2 is offloaded raising muscle DO2 by “longitudinal recruitment” of capillary 

function (rev. 70). In agreement with this schema, when Broxterman et al. (14) applied the 

graphical Wagner analysis (80) to the increased peak V O2 they noted that the DO2 measured 
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during the 20% duty cycle condition contributed ~3-fold more to the greater V O2 peak than did 

the rise in perfusive O2 conductance.  

 

Conclusion. Work rates above CS preferentially recruit Q
．

 to low oxidative Type II (fast 

twitch) muscles where the Q
．

O2/V O2 ratio (and thus PmvO2) is lower than for Type I muscles. Q
．

 

to these Type II fibers is controlled substantially by nNOS- derived NO. As the Km for nNOS is 

high (i.e., ~350 μM O2) relative to the local O2 concentration (<10 μM), this helps explain the 

efficacy of nitrate/nitrite supplementation to elevate Q 
．

and Q
．

O2 to these muscles. It also accounts 

for the capacity of dietary nitrate to impact physiological control and exercise performance in the 

severe-intensity domain (i.e., >CP/CS). Finally, within a given individual, recent evidence 

supports that CP can be manipulated by contraction characteristics: shorter muscle contraction 

duty cycles facilitating greater perfusive ( Q
．

O2) and diffusive (DO2) O2 transport and thus V O2 

and CP. 

 

Unraveling the Power-duration Curvature Constant (W’) in Health and Disease 

As discussed in the Introduction, the hyperbolic nature of the power-duration relationship 

is maintained across species, or exercise engaging single or multiple muscle groups. This implies 

that various mechanisms of exercise intolerance somehow interact and scale with the power (or 

force) demands of the task to retain the, now familiar, hyperbola (Figs. 1,3,5C, and ref. 29). 

While, in any form of exercise, CP likely reflects the limit of force or power demands that result 

in the progressive accumulation of fatigue during >CP exercise (15,16,18,48), it is the W' 

parameter that provides us the clearest insight into the dynamics of the mechanisms that cause 

fatigue and its progression to eventual intolerance.  
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W' is the mathematical consequence of the tolerable duration of exercise and CP. When 

the power-duration curve is measured, W' has units of work, and thus only a small jump of 

logic is required to extrapolate this “amount of work” to a biological equivalent of stored 

energy. The early work of Monod and Scherrer (61) implied that this stored energy was of 

non-oxidative origin: a proposal recently supported by Broxterman et al. (12,14) using 

occluded handgrip exercise. Intramuscular energy stores such as muscle glycogen and PCr are 

obvious targets, and indeed the cycle-ergometry W' is increased following creatine 

supplementation (58,c.f., 101) and decreased following glycogen depletion (59). Using 
31

P 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy, Vanhatalo et al. (100) showed that intramuscular PCr 

concentration reached consistently near-complete depletion during single-leg knee-extension 

exercise in normoxia and hyperoxia, adding weight to the fact that W' may indeed represent an 

intramuscular source of stored high-energy phosphates. It has also been proffered that should 

W' be found to relate to a store of high-energy phosphates, then it could, just as reasonably, 

relate to the consequences of high-rates of PCr metabolism (20,21,35). Therefore W' may also 

represent a muscular accumulation of metabolites argued to be integrally associated with 

muscle fatigue, for example Pi, ADP or H+ (1) (though see Fitts/Westerblad debate in this 

series as regards H
+
 and fatigue). 

 

Others investigated the source of W' using repeated exercise to intolerance with a range 

of recovery durations (~1-15 min) to initially accumulate an amount of work equal to W' and 

then determine the dynamics of its recovery, and found contrasting evidence to the intramuscular 

energy store hypothesis (30,88). These studies suggested that W' recovery following intolerance 

has a half-time of ~5 minutes, and that its recovery dynamics are slower than those of PCr. Nor 
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indeed, did W‟ recovery kinetics relate well to the restitution of V O2 or blood lactate to baseline. 

That the kinetics of W' recovery following intolerance were similar in cycle ergometry (30) and 

single leg knee extension exercise (88) suggested a conserved mechanism of exercise limitation 

across these disparate modes, but one that could not be simply reconciled with an obvious 

intramuscular source of stored energy. 

 

So, why the disparity? Searching for a physiological equivalent of W' is often approached 

as a cryptographic problem: a search for a singular solution to break the code of “what is W'”? 

However, because the power-duration hyperbola is retained across exercise modes that vary in 

engaged muscle mass, naturally, the nature of W' cannot be a limited to a singular physiological 

process. It is axiomatic that exercise in whole-body exercise (cycling, running swimming etc.) is 

subject to different limiting mechanisms than, for example, a contraction of the first dorsal 

interosius muscle (a common model for investigation of neuromuscular fatigue). Various central 

and peripheral mechanisms must shape the power-duration curve depending on the mode and 

conditions of the exercise and participant. Therefore, it is likely an oversimplification to assume, 

for example, that W' reflects a cytosolic depletion of PCr or accumulation of Pi or H
+
. 

Broxterman et al. (15) directly addressed this issue using rhythmic handgrip exercise and surface 

electrical stimulation of the flexor digitorum superficialis superimposed on the MVC to assess 

the contributions of central and peripheral fatigue to exercise intolerance. They found a 

significant inverse correlation between both the decline in MVC and peripheral fatigue (the 

decline in potentiated doublet twitch force) and W'. It makes intuitive sense that an isolated 

exercise task using a small muscle mass, such as handgrip exercise, that does not challenge the 

limits of the cardiovascular or pulmonary systems, should be predominately limited by 
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peripheral fatigue and the consequences of peripheral fatigue on central motor drive and/or 

muscle activation. So, what then of the correlates of W' in whole-body exercise, where the 

balance amongst cardiopulmonary and neuromuscular strain differs?  

 

The mechanism defining W' in large muscle mass exercise is complex and elusive. 

Determination of central and peripheral contributions to fatigue in whole-body exercise requires 

a combination of measurements of maximal evocable power and the response to evoked 

potentials immediately at intolerance, and current experimental designs to achieve this are 

lacking at present. Recently, Coelho et al. (22) have proposed a method by which muscle fatigue 

may be identified instantaneously during cycle ergometry by means of interleaved maximal-

effort isokinetic cycling tasks. Using indices of central and peripheral fatigue, these data show 

that the relative contribution of different fatigue loci at the limit of tolerance of a standardized 

cycling task are highly variable among participants, and unsurprisingly, V O2max was the best 

(inverse) correlate of the magnitude of fatigue at the instant of intolerance. 

 

The task-specific nature of W' was well-exposed in the work of Valli et al. (95), who 

investigated power-duration parameters in cycling, during and after ascent to the Italian National 

Research Council Pyramid Laboratory, Lobuche, Khumbu, Nepal located at an altitude of 5,050 

m. Repeated constant power cycle ergometer exercise tests to intolerance at sea level and high 

altitude revealed that high-altitude depressed CP by 35%: unsurprising considering the 

dependence of CP on O2 delivery and utilization (see “The Role of Oxygen in Shaping the 

Power-Duration Curve” above). The unexpected finding was that W' decreased at high-altitude, 

by an average of 45%. This reduction in W' was at odds with the expected effects of exposure to 
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acute hypoxia at sea level (62,104), although more recent studies have corroborated this finding 

(85). Valli et al. (95) point out that oxygen stores (predominantly in the form of muscle venous 

O2 concentration) are typically notionally lumped within the proposed volume of anaerobic 

energy stores represented by W', because they are not measured by pulmonary gas exchange. 

Therefore W' may be reduced at altitude because of a reduced capacity of „anaerobic‟ sources of 

stored energy. Resting intramuscular concentrations of PCr, Pi and H
+
 are unaffected by acute 

hypoxic exposure (although acclimation to high-altitude may influence blood and muscle 

buffering and therefore pH) and are depleted/accumulated to a similar magnitude as during 

exercise at sea level (97), meaning that these are an unlikely sources for the difference in W' 

observed on ascent to altitude. On the contrary, reduced W' at altitude is likely the result of a 

reduced ability to engage a large-muscle mass in the exercise, and/or the influence of dyspnea on 

central motor drive and/or muscle activation, among others.  

 

There is a significant correlation between W′ for cycle ergometry and thigh 

circumference (57), emphasizing that a large W′ demands a large muscle mass to be engaged in 

the task before the point of task failure (and therefore access to large pool of energy stores). In 

addition, altitude-related modulation of Group III/IV muscle afferent discharge may increase 

spinal inhibition of cortical motor outflow and limit the available muscle mass (27). However, as 

expected, the hypoxic stimulus of exercise at altitude increased ventilation and dyspnea during 

cycle ergometry in the study of Valli et al (95). The interesting feature of this observation is that 

breathing reserve was reduced close to zero, suggestive of a large increase in respiratory muscle 

work and activity of pulmonary stretch receptors, each mechanism potentially contributing to the 

sense of dyspnea and to limiting cortical excitability or motor outflow. Therefore, the low W′ 
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during whole-body exercise at high-altitude, assessed from the altered curvature of the power-

duration hyperbola, could be thought of as representing a „limitation of access‟ to the sea-level 

W′. However, this view suggests that the normoxic cycle-ergometry W′ represents purely a local 

muscle limitation, which is unlikely given the systemic-integrative mechanisms limiting whole-

body exercise performance. Thus, while W′ may be closely related to a limitation of 

intramuscular metabolism in small muscle mass exercise, and also during large muscle mass 

exercise in some participants (expected to be sedentary individuals in whom peripheral exercise 

limitations predominate, 80), the source of W′ can be modulated by altering, for example, the 

environmental conditions. To put it another way, the question of what determines W′ is the 

question of what determines exercise intolerance itself, and will depend on the mode and 

conditions of the exercise and the participants involved.  

 

Changes to the Power-Duration Relationship in Healthy Aging and Chronic Disease. 

Both CP and W′ are reduced in aging and in chronic disease (54,56,65,66,78,96). Given, the 

limitations to oxygen transport in CHF or COPD, it is not surprising that CP is compromised in 

these conditions. The reduction in CP in CHF and COPD is closely associated with the reduction 

inV O2max (Fig. 5A), again emphasizing the central role of oxidative metabolism in determining 

CP. Interestingly, however, W′ is also dramatically reduced in chronic disease (Fig. 5B). As 

discussed above, W′ has been considered to be independent of oxidative metabolism (e.g. 12). 

Indeed, in healthy young subjects cycling V O2max and W′ do not correlate at the group level 

(r
2
=0.01; ref. 96). As presented in “The Role of Oxygen in Shaping the Power-Duration 

Curve” above, some interventional studies have revealed a relationship between change in V

O2max and change in W′ within the same subjects during whole-body exercise (85,95), 
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consistent with the proposal that W′ is not a simple proxy of some (intramuscular) energy store 

limitation. When a wide range of human aerobic function is considered (from 10-70 mL.min
-

1
.kg

-1
) a relationship emerges between V O2max and W′ (Fig. 5B): although note the >twofold 

range of W‟ for V O2max values 40-60 mL.min
-1

.kg
-1

. In fact, the age or disease-associated 

decline in W′ parallels closely the decline in CP (r
2
=0.59, n=112, p<0.05). The muscle mass 

atrophy of aging and/or the increase in Type I fiber expression (which have intrinsically lower 

PCr concentrations) may underlie the reduction in cycling W′ in the elderly. However, while 

muscle mass is also reduced (compared to age-matched controls) in CHF and COPD, the degree 

of muscle loss is small in comparison to the reduction in W′ (W′ is reduced in CHF and COPD 

by ~30-50% compared to age-matched controls and ~70% compared to young participants). 

Therefore, other mechanisms are presumably at work to limit W′ in these chronic diseases. In 

health, the cycling W′ is predominantly shaped by the rate of attainment of V O2max (17). The 

reduction of V O2max in CHF, which contributes to determining the range of the severe intensity 

domain, may reflect in part the reduction in W′. That said, in CHF CP occurs at a similar fraction 

of V O2max as seen in their healthy counterparts (56). Therefore, the mechanistic basis for the 

low W′ in CHF may well be more closely related to central mechanisms limiting muscle activity. 

However, these notions have yet to be corroborated. In COPD, the attainment of maximum 

voluntary ventilation (or some other index of ventilatory limitation, such as low inspiratory 

reserve volume) closely associates with exercise limitation and the shaping of W′ (65), although 

this may be a proxy of the increased work of breathing and/or dyspnea. Interestingly, spinal 

anesthesia to block Group III/IV afferents in COPD resulted in a significantly reduced 

ventilation and a prolongation of exercise tolerance (37), presumably mediated, at least in part, 
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via increased W′. Therefore, particularly in whole-body exercise in these patients, W′ reflects the 

development of both central and peripheral mechanisms of fatigue. 

 

Conclusion. W′ might be best conceptualized as the „buffer‟ available to resist exercise 

intolerance during supra-CP exercise, where the source of the buffer will vary dependent on the 

conditions. The lower the buffer the more rapidly intolerance will occur, and the more „fatigable‟ 

the individual will appear. As, CP and W′ decline approximately in parallel across age and 

chronic disease, pushing the power-duration curve down towards the origin (Fig. 5C), this buffer 

is often, but not always (see ref. 12 as presented in “The Role of Oxygen in Shaping the Power-

Duration Curve”), reduced in conditions limiting O2 transport and utilization. Given that CP has 

previously been termed a „fatigue threshold‟, a fitting term considering that CP demarks the limit 

for fatigue progression, W′ might therefore be considered as a „fatigability constant‟. 

 

Overall Conclusions 

The power-duration relationship constitutes a powerful framework within which to 

explore and understand the physiological/pathophysiological mechanisms of fatigue across the 

lifespan in healthy individuals and patient (e.g., CHF, COPD) populations. Moreover, it 

facilitates prediction and explanation of the effects of environmental challenges (e.g., hypoxia of 

high altitude, hyperthermic conditions) on exercise tolerance and evaluates accurately the effects 

of therapeutic countermeasures (e.g., training and nutritional, pharmacological or device 

therapies). CP is a threshold of oxidative metabolism that determines the upper bounds for 

progressive neuromuscular fatigue during isotonic and isometric exercise i.e., CP is a „fatigue 

threshold‟. The other parameter of the power-duration relationship, W′, provides a crucial 
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window into the process(es) limiting exercise tolerance >CP, which may be intramuscular (more 

prevalent in e.g., small muscle mass exercise) or neurogenic (more prevalent in e.g., CHF or 

COPD) in origin i.e. W′ may be considered a „fatigability constant‟. Both CP and W‟ are 

sensitive to O2 delivery with exercise above CP characterized by the recruitment of low oxidative 

Type II fibers and nNOS-controlled increases of blood flow. These muscles/fibers operate in a 

markedly lower PO2 environment than their Type I counterparts which facilitates NO2
-
 reduction 

to NO identifying them as a target for dietary NO3
-
 and NO2

- 
supplementation and helping 

explain the resultant improvements in severe-intensity exercise tolerance. 

 

The power-duration concept describes and predicts exercise performance with startling 

precision. CP alone, or in conjunction with W′, can be used to appraise whether or not a 

particular athletic feat for example, human powered flight (12,47) or a sub-2 hour marathon (89) 

or functional activity (for example, an older person or patient walking continuously for a given 

distance) is feasible. These parameters can also be used to model optimal performance tactics in 

situations where a group of athletes in a team has different CP and W′ values (for example, 

rowing or cycling races; 63), or assess the response to therapeutic interventions (56,96). For 

these reasons, the power-duration relationship may be considered critical for understanding the 

limitations to human performance and the fatigue processes that underpin them.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1: The hyperbolic Power/Speed-duration curve that defines the limit of tolerance for 

whole body exercise such as cycling or running as well as individual muscle, joint or muscle 

group exercise. The curve is constructed by the subject exercising at constant power or speed to 

the point of exhaustion (points 1-4). Typically these bouts are performed on different days and 

result in exhaustion within 2-15 min. This hyperbolic relationship is highly conserved across 

the realm of human physical activities and exercise modes and also across the animal kingdom 

and is defined by two parameters: the asymptote for power (Critical Power, CP, or speed, 

Critical Speed, CS, and their metabolic equivalent, V O2) and the curvature constant W‟ 

(denoted by the rectangular boxes above CP and expressed in kJ). Note that CP/CS defines the 

upper boundary of the heavy intensity domain and represents the highest power sustainable 

without drawing continuously upon W‟. Above CP (severe intensity exercise) exhaustion 

occurs when W‟ has been expended. Severe intensity exercise is characterized by a V O2 profile 

that rises continuously toV O2max and blood lactate that increases to exhaustion (see text for 

additional details). LT, lactate threshold, defined usefully during incremental or ramp exercise 

as the V O2 above which blood lactate begins its sustained increase; GET, gas exchange 

threshold as identified from the non-linearity of the V O2/ V CO2 relationship. 

 

Figure 2: Peripheral fatigue below and above the critical torque assessed by the potentiated 

doublet response. Panel A, potentiated doublet responses to exercise performed at 80% (black 

circles) and 90% (white circles) of the CT, and during 5 tests performed above the CT (triangles, 

squares and diamonds). Final datum in each test represents the mean ( SEM) doublet response 

at task end (below CT) or task failure (above CT). Note the decline in the potentiated doublet 
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(i.e., peripheral fatigue) in all trials, but the substantially faster decline above the CT. Panel B, 

the mean  SEM rate of change in the potentiated doublet in each test. The black circles 

represent the tests above the CT, white circles those tests below the CT. The solid line is a best 

fit linear regression through the above CT data. Backward extrapolation shows that the rate of 

peripheral fatigue below CT cannot be predicted from measures made above CT, and this 

extrapolation predicts no peripheral fatigue should occur below ~34% MVC (dashed lines). The 

CT in this study was 34  2% (reproduced from 18, with permission). 

 

Figure 3: A schematic illustration of the group mean power-duration curves re-drawn on the 

basis of data from Vanhatalo et al. (100). The solid curve indicates power-duration relationship 

for knee-extension exercise in normoxia and the dashed curve in hyperoxia (70% O2). The solid 

horizontal line indicates CP in normoxia and the dashed line indicates CP in hyperoxia. The 

arrows indicate the cross-over point for the two curves at approximately 150% of CP and 4 min 

of exercise tolerance. 

 

Figure 4: A. Critical Speed (CS, intercept of relationship) determined in the running rat (W‟ is 

model parameter denoting work capacity achievable above CS). B. Total rat hind limb blood 

flow measured using radiolabeled microspheres below and above CS. Note non-linear response 

above CS. C. The increased hind limb blood flow >CS is directed disproportionately to muscles 

composed predominantly of low oxidative IIb/d/x muscle fibers (semimembranosus white, and 

white vastus) compared with their oxidative (Type I/IIa, soleus, red vastus) counterparts. D. The 

selective neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) blocker S-methylthiocitrulline (SMTC) reveals a 

highly selective role for nNOS facilitating increased blood flow to low oxidative (Type IIb/d/x) 
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muscles (white rectus femoris, vastus, semimembranosus and gastrocnemius). Redrawn from 

refs. 24,25. 

 

Figure 5: The asymptote (critical power, CP; panel A) and curvature constant (W′, panel B) of 

the power-duration relationship during cycling in young (mean age 23±3 yrs), older trained 

(65±5 yrs), older untrained (63±3 yrs), chronic heart failure (CHF, 67±7 yrs), and chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD, 62±8 yrs) in relation to aerobic capacity (peak V O2). 

Young and COPD data are from van der Vaart et al. (96). Older and CHF data are from Mezzani 

et al. (56). Panel C shows differences in the power-duration curves derived from group mean 

parameters across a wide range of aerobic capacity (10-70 ml.min
-1

.kg
-1
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